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About This Game

Abscond

Abscond is a minimalistic game where you control a small flaming circle. Its a casual game for when you want a quick
amusement, and try to beat your own score.

Your goal is simple: get the highest score possible by avoiding obstacles and enemies on your way.
There is different type of enemies: try to find their weakness, some give signal when they appear, some can be destroy by other

one..

You control your character (a flaming circle) to change your position. The game gets harder as you go, but you can fortunately
pick powerups (white square) on your way to help you break your high score. It require perfect timing, and agility!

To add to the fun, you can also compete with your friends via the leaderboards.
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FEATURES :

*Steam Leaderboard

*Steam Achievements

*Minimal graphism

*Sweet design and music

If you’re looking for a game that’s simple to pick up but still provides a great amount
of fun, then Abscond is exactly what you want!
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Publisher:
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It's a fun little game, but I have to NOT RECOMMEND this game as it is yet another asset flip where this developer is trying to
claim this game as his own by simply buying a Unity asset kit and changing the name of the game here on Steam.

To show his lack of actual coding ability, he hasn't even and obviously doesn't even have the ability to put a simple "Exit game"
option anywhere in his mobile game flipped here to Steam.

All actual credit and any money should be given to the developer who actually made this game HERE: 
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/82067
This developer is just another THIEF and nothing more.. Very clearly a game that was made in a few hours. It is very
reminiscent of something I would have programmed myself over an afternoon in middle school. I do like the gameplay, though:
it's simple and relaxed. However there are some things that were clearly overlooked. Namely: there is no way to quit the game
(other than force-quitting); also, the red circles randomly appear anywhere on the screen without warning. Thus, you could be
playing normally and then suddenly explode due to a circle appearing directly on top of you. This factor of luck is not a
desirable thing. In addition, the simple particle-based animations are a little sloppy, but whatever.

That being said, the price is hard to argue with. I got it 30% off, so I'm not too upset about buying this. If the game got cleaned
up a little it would be a fine game.
If it looks like something you would enjoy, then go for it. It's cheap.. I love the game it's fun and also I love the music, but this is
an asset flip purchased from Unity.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vTTXKSGkCq8. quite difficult but fun. 9/10 - Game World
8/10 - Player
NIL - Storyline
8/10 - Sound
7/10 - Build Quality

Overall - 8/10

Pros: Cheap and fun.
Cons: A bit too hard.

Join my steam group for more reviews like this one!
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